Securities, Commodities &
Derivatives Practice

We combine deep industry knowledge and academic rigor: our people are
true experts. They have contributed to the theory, written seminal books on
derivatives, traded global markets across asset classes, built and managed leading
trading businesses in major financial institutions, and advised on high-profile
transactions and litigation in global capital markets and commodity trading. Our
unique combination of quantitative and trading expertise across asset classes and
proprietary analytics and risk management technologies give us an unparalleled
ability to support clients in complex advisory engagements and litigation matters
related to securities, commodities and derivatives.

Our Securities, Commodities &
Derivatives Practice
In a constantly evolving environment in the capital and commodity industries, FTI Consulting’s
Securities, Commodities & Derivatives practice helps clients by providing expertise-led and
technology-enabled solutions to their challenges, even the most complex.
We advise our clients across securities, commodities and
derivatives on a wide range of transactional, advisory and
contentious matters and provide them with innovative,
analytical and strategic solutions at critical times.
We combine deep industry knowledge and academic rigor:
our people are true experts. They have contributed to
the theory, written seminal books on derivatives, traded
global markets across asset classes, built and managed
leading trading businesses in major financial institutions,
and advised on high-profile transactions and litigation in
global capital markets and commodity trading. Our unique
combination of quantitative and trading expertise across
asset classes and proprietary analytics and risk management
technologies give us an unparalleled ability to support
clients in complex advisory engagements and litigation
matters related to securities, commodities and derivatives.
Our expertise and experience are strengthened by the
diversity and impact of the work we conduct for our clients
and our constant investment in intellectual capital and
proprietary methods and technology.
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We deliver leading work and assist our clients globally on a wide range of
transactional, advisory and contentious matters involving securities, financial
and physical commodities and derivative products across asset classes.

Our Capabilities
We have an established track record of providing financial markets, trading, valuation, transaction
and risk management industry expertise across asset classes and in special and complex
situations.
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Securities
Litigation & Arbitration
Our experts provide consulting expertise and
independent testimony on a wide range of
securities litigations, arbitrations and disputes.
In securities class actions, we have analyzed class
certification issues, quantified damages, provided critical
advice during settlement negotiations and advised in
complex opt-out litigation. We have experience evaluating
complex disclosures, developing bespoke event studies
and price inflation series. We have dealt with court-tested
damages methodologies and, using our Quantum system,
can handle complex financial instruments and voluminous
trade data (including in the high frequency domain).
More broadly, we also assist clients on issues such as:
—— market manipulation, such as spoofing
—— competition litigation (e.g. LIBOR, FX, SSAs)
—— other market abuses (insider dealing, misrepresentation)
—— secured financing (GMRA, GMSLA) transactions
—— investment suitability (misrepresentations, misselling,
mismanagement)
—— mergers litigation
—— best execution
—— LIBOR transition pre-litigation advisory
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CASE STUDY
OUR IMPACT

A team of FTI Consulting experts were appointed as
testifying expert and consulting experts in an optout litigation led by a group of prominent financial
firms. Using our Quantum solution, we analyzed
plaintiffs’ exposure over time to the stated strategy
(implemented in a multi-currency setting using a broad
range of cash instruments and linear and non-linear
derivatives) as well as estimated the outcome of the
strategy but-for an alleged misrepresentation, based
on the firms’ dynamic portfolio management decisions.
In close collaboration with counsel, our experts
estimated damages tied to the relevant disclosures.
We were appointed as expert by a leading financial
institution in a dispute related to a GMRA close-out
where the collateral assets were subject to OFAC
sanctions. We provided technical expertise and written
evidence through a comprehensive expert report
covering: the process followed by the parties during
the GMRA close out and the calculation of the Default
Market Value; the valuation of the collateral assets
provided by the opposite expert; and the liquidity of
collateral assets and the calculation of the appropriate
illiquidity discount following best practice. We were
able to establish that our client did precisely what
they were entitled to do under the GMRA contract in
a close-out process and had acted in a commercially
reasonable matter.

Commodities &
Derivatives
Litigation & Arbitration
Our experts offer deep expertise and experience
with financial and physical commodity and
derivatives across asset classes and deliver
comprehensive and objective evidences with
impact.
We provide rigorous and transparent analysis to support our
independent expertise and testimony – by leveraging our
trading, investment management, transactional, valuation,
risk management and regulatory insights – across all major
asset classes and products, such as:
—— early termination of derivatives (ISDA)
—— market abuse, such as future and options spoofing
—— competition litigation (e.g. ISDA fix, CDS), other market
abuses
—— investment suitability (misrepresentations, misselling,
mismanagement)
—— best execution
—— structured products (e.g. exotic derivatives, hybrid
derivatives)
—— structured finance
—— class actions
—— LIBOR transition pre-litigation advisory
Our experts advise courts, arbitral tribunals and parties
in mediation internationally. In these forums, we provide
evidence on complex and critical issues facing the industry.

CASE STUDY
OUR IMPACT
An FTI Consulting expert was appointed as testifying
expert by a leading law firm representing a large
structured credit fund in a multibillion-dollar
investment management negligence dispute brought
by the liquidator of a RMBS and bank loans structured
investment vehicle against its former directors. We
replicated the fund’s asset and liquidity position in
multiple counterfactual scenarios to assess whether
certain actions from the directors could have
prevented the liquidation of the fund.

We were instructed by counsel representing a large
European investment bank in civil and criminal
proceedings over an alleged accounting fraud in the
restructuring of an investment vehicle, which contained
a complex collar equity swap referencing shares of an
Italian bank, restructured into a long term repurchase
agreement referring Italian BTPs. We provided
expertise with regards to pricing of wrong-way risk and
an alleged market manipulation in the EURIBOR futures
market in the context of allegations that such trading
influenced the outcome of the long-term enhanced
repurchase agreement.

Arbitration Expert Firm of
the Year 2015-2020

Litigation Support: Economic
Analysts Top Ranked, Global
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Investigations

CASE STUDY
OUR IMPACT

We conduct independent investigations on
behalf of financial institutions, regulatory
bodies or competition authorities in various
contexts, such as:
—— competition investigations (e.g. alleged anti-competition
behavior involving interest-rate benchmarks, FX, CDS,
SSAs)
—— market disruption and market abuse (e.g. spoofing)
—— high frequency trading
—— disciplinary and compliance investigations
—— rogue or insider trading
—— corporate monitorship
As industry experts, we have extensive experience analyzing
discretionary and systematic trading patterns. In algorithmic
trading, we have experience analyzing and modeling in
great detail the interaction between the trading strategies
and liquidity provision, such as order stacks and matching
engines in financial exchanges. We can assess possible
causation between the original strategy and market
effects, such as dislocation. Our familiarity with the trading
environment and prevailing market practice helps our clients
truly understand the rationale for the investigated activities
and form a view on the merits of the allegations they are
subject to.
Our record of industry experience, integrity and investigative
independence lead our team of experts to be selected
to serve in some of the world’s most complex corporate
monitor engagements.
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An FTI Consulting expert acted as advisor to a major
European bank with respect to LIBOR and EURIBOR
investigations conducted by various antitrust regulators
(EC, FCA, CFTC, DOJ, FBI and MAS). We analyzed the
bank’s contributions to the interest rate benchmarks
using various statistical techniques, including
extreme value theory, correlation, clustering and cointegration. We quantified the impact of potentially
suspicious contributions and helped the legal team
and the regulators understand the interest rate
derivatives and cash markets, financial intermediaries,
competition dynamics and the rationale for bilateral

communications.
We were hired as independent monitor of a leading
derivatives global brokerage in relation to market
manipulation (spoofing) and misrepresentation
allegations. We provided guidance on best practice
in options broking and advanced method in trade
and communication surveillance. We independently
verified the compliance of this brokerage firm global
operations with the terms of its settlement with a
regulator over a multi-year monitorship and offered
recommendations on efficiency improvement and
process optimization in relation to the monitored
activities.

Valuation

CASE STUDY
OUR IMPACT

We combine industry-leading quantitative and
trading expertise with proprietary quantitative
analytics technology to provide advanced
valuation solutions.
Our solutions have advanced cross-asset modeling and
stress testing capabilities. They offer the ability to onboard
large data sets from institutional data warehouses and
enterprise systems and are computationally scalable.
We offer:
—— independent valuation opinions at the portfolio or
transaction level in various contexts (restructuring,
liquidation,transactions settlement, transfer pricing,
financial reporting, etc.)

We were appointed as a testifying expert by the
liquidator of a hedge fund in a dispute involving a
derivatives market-neutral hedge fund strategy, the
valuation of complex equity derivatives products and
illiquid fixed-income assets (including convertible
bonds), the misstatements of the fund’s Net Assets
Value (NAV) as well as the role and responsibilities
of a hedge fund administrator. We quantified the
overvaluation of a significant number of OTC options
and illiquid assets and calculated the restated NAV
of the fund for the relevant period. We also helped
provide an independent view on what market practice
would dictate was the expected role and function of a

—— valuation model design, review and validation
—— valuation of financial instrument portfolios, including
complex derivatives
—— performance analysis and attribution for investment
management activities
—— customized business valuations
—— valuation of illiquid securities and estimation of illiquidity
discounts
—— valuation of optionality of commodity contracts
—— valuation solutions for the alternative asset management
industry

hedge fund administrator.
We were retained by a US-listed technology company
for the valuation of a complex, contingent executive
incentive stock plan. The fair value of the shares of
restricted stock was calculated with a proprietary
stochastic volatility pricing model, the choice of
which was justified by complex path-dependent
features in the stock plan as well as model calibration
constraints. We provided the valuation of the plan in a
detailed report and assisted with the disclosure for the
company’s quarterly financial statement.
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Risk Management

CASE STUDY
OUR IMPACT

We advise financial institutions, commodity
firms, regulators and legislators on a wide range
of risk management issues in relation to market,
credit, liquidity and operational risk as well as
risk-driven business transformation initiatives:
—— trading and investment risk advisory: risk framework and
risk metrics, portfolio construction methods, advanced
stress testing and scenario analysis
—— governance solutions: performance and risk reporting
—— trading business and risk system design, or third-party
system selection and implementation
—— derivatives clearing risk solutions including central
counterparty margin models and stress testing
—— performance improvement services for trading and
investment businesses
—— business transformation services for financial institutions
and commodity firms
—— LIBOR transition: identify, evaluate and quantify the
impact of the transition
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We were appointed as advisor in the orderly winddown of the European equity business of a major
global broker, which included the structured equity
finance desk, the interdealer equity broker desk and
the equity clearing, settlement and custody business.
We prepared with the company the wind-down plan,
monitored the execution of the orderly wind-down
(e.g. close-out of all positions), communicated with the
regulators on the wind-down and facilitated the data
harvesting to retain a complete set of historical records

relevant to the equity business’ activity.
We advised a major bank lender in the restructuring of
an oil and gas E&P company with a hedge derivatives
portfolio made of calendar swaps and complex options
strategies; analyzed the hedge book to determine the
protection it provides, forecasted monthly income,
counterparty exposure and the impact from different
pricing scenarios using FTI’s proprietary Quantum
technology; reviewed and quantified the impact of an
“early” monetization of the hedge book as a result of
the restructuring; developed a monetization strategy
and oversaw the unwind execution; advised our client
on a credit enhancing restructuring of the outstanding
hedge positions post-filling; provided real-time
valuation and risk-analysis of the hedge book.

Transactions

CASE STUDY
OUR IMPACT

We advise, in close partnership with our
Corporate Finance segment, on transactions
involving financial institutions (banks, trading
firms, investment managers, brokerage, etc.)
and energy and commodity firms (including
traders, upstream, midstream and downstream
operators).
We are also actively involved in restructuring engagements
within the same financial, energy and commodity
ecosystem.
Our transaction advisory services include:
—— integrated due-diligence: commercial, operational,
trading, risk management and trading technology due
diligence
—— business valuation: customized valuation tools and
approaches to value assets and companies tailored to the
industry
—— industry analysis, business plan validation

We advised a major global mining company in their
successful acquisition of one of the largest metal
trading firm in the world. Our advisory services
included: the analysis of the commodity trading
industry and strategic options; the review of the
trading firm’s physical and derivatives trading books,
risk management framework and trading systems;
operational assets and commercial contracts due
diligence; review of optionality and impact of the
transaction in offtake agreements; valuation; financing;
and post-transaction strategy.

We acted as advisor in the merger integration of two
leading exchanges and market infrastructure operators
with activities across stocks, fixed-income, energy
derivatives, indices and clearing; provided industry
expertise on trading, clearing, settlement & registration
as well as index calculation and market data offering;
advised on the best practice for central counterparty
clearing margin calculation and risk management.

—— ability to merge restructuring, industry-specific
transformation strategies and M&A to optimize outcomes
for our clients
—— analysis of derivatives hedging programs, close-out of
hedges and stress-testing
—— valuation of assets and liabilities
—— business transformation
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Our Quantum System
Quantum, FTI Consulting’s proprietary analytics and risk management system, is our latest
flagship technology solution that provides comprehensive valuation services*, advanced risk
reporting across asset classes and configurable stress testing framework with complex scenario
analyses capabilities.

Quantum was developed by a team of leading trading and
quant experts with expertise in building large-scale trading
infrastructure at leading global financial and trading firms.
Our team’s experience in building proprietary technology
and analytics spans every asset class and location and
includes the merging of all pricing and valuation capabilities
to create a single firm-wide global infrastructure.
This system is offered as a service, combined with worldclass quantitative and trading expertise, and provides
dynamic, customized modeling solutions for clients’
most complex quantitative challenges, with the ability to
continuously and rapidly evolve these solutions as new
developments arise.
Quantum is supported by a rigorous and advanced
architecture which offers scalable and highly evolutive
capabilities to serve our clients.

* for cash and derivative financial instruments, including structured derivatives
or optionality in offtake commodity contracts
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Our Quantum System
Quantum is an institutional-grade system that follows best practice in analytics and risk
management used by the most sophisticated broker-dealers and hedge fund institutions.
Best Practice
—— Advanced financial modeling and proprietary analytics
for a broad range of cash and derivative products
including complex derivatives and multi-asset products

—— Comprehensive risk analysis including a complete risk
reporting capability at product, asset class and portfolio
levels

—— Algorithms for calibrating numerical models to market
data in accordance with the latest industry standards

—— Customizable scenario analysis, including nonlinear stress
testing

Characteristics
Integrated & Scalable

Transferrable & Secure

—— Homogenous and consistent framework under a
unified architecture

—— Professional output ready to be shared with clients
via web browsers or reports

—— Flexible system with straightforward integration of
new models or analytics

—— Controlled and secured operating protocols for users

Adaptable & Efficient

Transparent & Independent

—— Easy to incorporate new stress testing approaches
and risk metrics

—— Documented models and referenced methods to
academic or internal papers

—— Computationally efficient, with full access to
parallelization and vectorization

—— Highly structured code allows for transparent control
and verification of output

—— Automated quality check tool
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About FTI Consulting

FTI Consulting offices

Advisor to 95 of the world’s top 100
law firms

Founded in 1982 and $4.4BLN equity
market capitalization*

We combine unparalleled expertise
and industry knowledge to address
critical challenges for clients

Expertise across a range of
industries: Energy; financial
institutions & insurance; healthcare;
life science; power and products;
real estate; retail & consumer; and
telecommunications, media
and technology

We are a global advisory firm
that provides multi-disciplinary
solutions to complex challenges and
opportunities

*Number of total shares outstanding as of October 17, 2019, times the closing share price as of October 24, 2019.
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Advisor to 8 of the world’s top 10
bank holding companies

49 of the Global 100 corporates are
clients

With over 5,400 employees and offices
in 27 countries on six continents, our
breadth and depth extends across
every major social, political, and
economic hub around the globe

Our Definitive Expertise
Top Restructuring Advisors

The Deal (2019-2020)
• `

Corporate/Strategic Deal of
the Year ($50MM-$100MM)
Award
19th Annual M&A Advisor Awards
(2021)Network (2017 - 2018)

FTI Consulting Leads
2020 Who’s Who Legal
Restructuring & Insolvency
Advisers List
Who’s Who Legal (2020)

Strategy Consulting Firm of
the Year

America’s Best Management
Consulting Firms

#1 Crisis Management Firm

11th M&A Atlas Awards
Global M&A Network (2019)

Forbes (2016 - 2019)

The Deal (2017 - 2018)

Who’s Who Legal: Arbitration
Expert Witnesses List

Top Intellectual Property
Litigation Consulting Services
Provider

Gold Winner: Public Relations
Agency of the Year

Law Business Research (2010 2020)

2018 Best of the NLJ ALM Media
Properties (2016 - 2019)

Corporate Counsel: Top
Service Provider in the Legal
Industry

Global Turnaround Consulting
Firm of the Year

#1 IT Consultant Services

ALM Media Properties (2016 2018)

M&A Atlas Awards, Global M&A
Network (2018 - 2019)

Corporate Counsel Best of 2018,
American Lawyer (2018)

PR World (2019)

FRANCK RISLER
Senior Managing Director & Leader,
Securities, Commodities & Derivatives
+1 212 841 9348
franck.risler@fticonsulting.com

ANDREW RENNIE
Senior Advisor,
Securities, Commodities & Derivatives
+1 212 499 3680
andrew.rennie@fticonsulting.com

FTI Consulting is an independent global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organizations manage change,
mitigate risk and resolve disputes: financial, legal, operational, a & regulatory, reputational and transactional. FTI
Consulting professionals, located in all major business centers throughout the world, work closely with clients to
anticipate, illuminate and overcome complex business challenges and opportunities.
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